
60.1 

Infant-Industry Tariffs 

         

Imagine that domestic supply       P      Sd  

conditions of a product are so   

adverse that the country can't  

produce any amount profitably         Figure 1 

at the world price Pw. The country          Pw   

 (while in infancy) consumes and                                      Dd 

imports Oq1 {Figure 1).       

           0   q2           q1     Q 

 

Suppose it were the case that if the 

country could produce a minimum              P                        S’d  

quantity Oq2, it could "learn by  

doing" so that Sd would eventually  

fall to S'd. Then we might have an  

infant industry case for tariff.                                    Figure 2 

After learning, industry could               Pw                           

produce oq3 at world price.                                             Dd 

Country would import only q3q1. 

With supply curve = S'd, producers            0  q2  q3  q1    Q 

gain the shaded area of Figure 2. 

 

 

A tariff t could raise production           P 

to the necessary Oq2 while in infancy            

                                                                                                              Sd 

Consumers lose a + b + c + d 

govt. gains c                              Figure 3 

producers gain a                     t  a             (infancy with 

net loss is b + d           b        c        d     tariff)  

Qn: Is loss of b + d today                Pw 

worth it if it will bring gain         Dd 

of the shaded area tomorrow?       

              0       q2    q1    Q 
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60.2 

 

1) Answer to the question could be “yes” or “no” depending on discount 

rate. It is like any other rate-of-return question. 

2) Even if the answer is “yes,” there might be cheaper alternatives than 

imposing tariff t. 

 

Ex. of alternative: 

 

A specific subsidy of rate s per unit produced    P 

would cost govt. a + b. Producers would           Sd 

gain a. Net loss is only b which is  

less than b + d of Figure 3. (There is 

no deadweight loss to consumers since       Figure 4 

with a subsidy they continue to buy at Pw).    a   (subsidy) 

The rate of return is better with the      b    s 

subsidy than with tariff.1      Pw 

             Dd 

Note: subsidy involves explicit govt.  

budget outlay which could be                0       q2        q1    Q 
politically sensitive. 

 

3) Infant industry argument implicitly assumes a financial market 

imperfection. If rate of return is positive, why can't the industry borrow 

today to get production going and pay off the loan tomorrow using Figure 2's 

shaded area? 

 

In principle, firms would have to borrow area "b" to cover their current 

losses. Proponents of the infant-industry argument need to explain why such 

borrowing cannot occur profitably. 

                                                           
1 There is a general principle here. The object is to stimulate Oq2 of production. A subsidy does this directly. 

A tariff does it indirectly by restricting consumer options. Often it is the case that efficiency is achieved if 

goals are accomplished by closely-targeted (more direct) instruments. 


